Forstner Coil Processing

Systems from Forstner
ensure lasting value.

Multiple decoiling lines
Cut to length lines
Straightening, slitting and cut to length lines
Slitting and recoiling lines
Duct lines for rectangular ducts

Forstner, 1964

Tube lines for insulating and chimneys
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Whoever wants to work with sheet metal processing
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Coil Processing in perfection

There’s more to say about
sheet metal.

Each line is custom made
to suit your specific needs.

What could make processing of sheet metal easier, more flexible, and more economic?
1. Use coils instead of sheet metal flat stock. 2. Process these coils with lines from Forstner.

Decoiling, straightening, slitting, …
expertly thought-out down to the least detail.
The requirements of our coil lines are just as
varied as the daily working practice of our
customers. For this reason, Forstner lines are not
available “off the shelf”. On the basis of fundamental modular components for decoiling,
straightening, slitting and cut to length, an opti-

Both advantages together means to secure a

mised system is provided for each and every

leading edge in your daily business. A lead

customer. Optimal in terms of performance.

which can pay off for small companies as well

Optimal in terms of price.

as large industrial enterprises.

Flexibility is our supreme principle in designing

The advantages are, indeed, quite obvious:

new equipment. Forstner coil lines are built to

better purchasing prices for coils, shorter processing time in manufacturing, high improved use
of material, reduced risk of accidents, lower

process 80% of sheet metal used in a factory.
Straightening, slitting, and cut-to-length line

In this way, thickness, material resistance, quality, width and painting are available “at one’s

storage costs, constant precision, reduced wor-

One to eight unpowered or powered decoilers

Automatic sheet change in less than one minute with one

from 300 up to 12000kg (26000lbs)

up to eight coil feeders

Straightening of the coil set with three or more

Slitting with one to ten pair of manual or

straightening shafts

programmable knives

Cutting to length with manual/electric slitter or guillotine and

Simple operation and programming allows completing

additional functions can be added for example recoiling

a single or multiple job with a touch panel

fingertips”.

king time and less personnel.

The perfected PLC control unit, with its easy

With sheet metal working machines from Forstner

operation and short processing time, brings the

you can be assured of an optimal flexibility in

best results in every aspect. One-man oper

production.

ation, operational safety, precision, flexibility, and no waste are thereby ensured.
Slitting and recoiling line

Multiple decoiling line

Duct line for rectangular ducts

